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### Title: Renato Baleros, Jr. vs. People of the Philippines

### Facts:
The case revolves around Renato Baleros, Jr., petitioner, who was accused of attempting to
rape Martina Lourdes T. Albano on the 13th of December, 1991, in Manila. The Information
against Baleros detailed that by forcibly covering the face of Albano with a chemical-soaked
cloth causing dizzying effects, he attempted to lie on top of her with the intention to have
carnal knowledge but was unsuccessful due to causes other than his own spontaneous
desistance. This case, after trials in lower courts, culminated in a Supreme Court decision
dated February 22, 2006. Initially, Baleros was acquitted of attempted rape and instead
found guilty for light coercion, sentenced to 30 days of arresto menor, fined P200.00, with
necessary  accessory  penalties  and costs.  Seeking reconsideration,  Baleros  posited that
convicting him for light coercion under an Information for attempted rape conflicted with
the court’s prior ruling in People v. Contreras.

### Procedural Posture:
Baleros’s journey through the legal system began with his indictment for attempted rape,
leading to a conviction for light coercion upon reaching the Supreme Court. Following the
Court’s decision, Baleros filed a Motion for Partial Reconsideration, which the Supreme
Court deliberated upon to affirm or overturn its prior ruling.

### Issues:
1. Whether convicting Baleros for light coercion under an Information for attempted rape
contradicts the Court’s ruling in People v. Contreras.
2. Whether the facts stated in the Information for attempted rape against Baleros suffice for
a conviction for light coercion or unjust vexation.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court denied Baleros’s Motion for Partial Reconsideration with finality. The
Court  distinguished Baleros’s  case  from Contreras  by  highlighting the specifics  in  the
Information against Baleros, which supported a conviction for light coercion. The court
reasoned  that  the  Information  contained  sufficient  details  to  notify  Baleros  about  the
charges and nature of the accusation, aligning with his constitutional rights. Furthermore,
the Court emphasized that unjust vexation does not necessarily require the acts of restraint
or compulsion to be stated, for it encompasses any human behavior unjustly annoying or
irritating to an innocent person.
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### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court elucidated the broad scope of the term unjust vexation under Article
287 of the Revised Penal Code, emphasizing it includes any conduct causing annoyance,
irritation, torment, distress, or disturbance to the mind of the person to whom it is directed,
even without physical or material harm, restraint, or compulsion.

### Class Notes:
–  **Unjust  Vexation**:  A  criminal  act  under  Article  287  of  the  Revised  Penal  Code,
interpreted broadly to cover any act causing annoyance, irritation, torment, distress, or
disturbance,  regardless  of  physical  or  material  harm.  Central  in  cases  where  physical
assault or coercion is not proven but the victim experiences significant psychological or
emotional distress.
– **Information Requirements for Criminal Charges**: The constitutionally guaranteed right
of  an accused to be informed of  the nature and cause of  the accusation against  him,
requiring the Information to explicitly state the acts and criminal intent constituting the
charge, as demonstrated in the Baleros case.
–  **Legal  Principle  of  Finality**:  Once  the  Supreme  Court  denies  a  motion  for
reconsideration “with finality,” no further legal maneuvers can be employed within the same
case to alter that decision, underscoring the case’s closure in the judiciary’s eyes.

### Historical Background:
The Renato Baleros, Jr. vs. People of the Philippines case reflects the Philippine Supreme
Court’s approach toward interpreting charges under the Revised Penal Code, particularly
concerning crimes involving personal conduct causing distress like unjust vexation. This
decision demonstrates the judiciary’s nuanced understanding of criminal actions, stretching
beyond mere physical or overtly violent acts to include those that significantly impact the
victim’s psychological well-being. The case reaffirms the Court’s adaptability in ensuring
justice through comprehensive interpretation of statutes in light of evolving societal norms
and expectations regarding personal conduct and consent.


